AGILE IS A JOURNEY .... THAT BEGINS WITH A SINGLE STEP

We're not as agile as we think or would like to be ... yet.

So why is it difficult to implement Agile Testing?

Top 3 Challenges with Agile Testing

- Process: 71% of Respondents
- Tools: 18% of Respondents
- Time: 16% of Respondents
- Communication/Collaboration: 10% of Respondents
- Resources: 10% of Respondents
- Change/Problem with the code: 1% of Respondents
- Money: 1% of Respondents

But what about skills? Do teams have the right ones to perform Agile Testing?

- 58% of teams are reasonably acquainted with Agile Testing

Respondents’ anecdotes ...

- Lack of end-to-end testing during earlier builds introduces functional changes at the end which presents more headaches for development teams and subsequently harder for testing.
- No recognized process for testing within Agile teams. Most teams still fall into longer waterfall or no testing process at all.
- Unless a proper structure is achieved starting from Business to IT, we’ll be looking at a probable downfall of quality.

*Based on survey conducted by Zephyr in March/April 2015.
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